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Author:   Carmen Mayer 
German Title:   Gymnastricks
English Title:  Gymnastricks
Extent:   144 pp., Softcover, colour photographs.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-95464-006-5       19,95 
Description:  This unique program is a combination of useful 

muscle-building exercises that will enhance the dog’s 
health and funny tricks.

  The “Gymnastricks” are ideal for warming up before 
sports, but also for elder dogs, for better body aware-
ness in young dogs or for building up muscles after an 
operation.

  For each exercise, the muscle group worked on is 
shown and explained. Double profit for the dog through 
active participation instead of “being moved”!

Rights sold: - 

Author:   Martina & Jürgen Schöps
German Title:    Selbst gemacht.  

Nützliches und Kreatives für meinen Hund.
English Title:   Made by myself:  

Useful and creative things for my dog.
Extent:   156 pp., Softcover, colour photographs.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-95464-005-8        19,95 
Description:  Sew your own collars or dog toys, build interactive 

wooden toys, agility hurdles, a see-saw and a dog 
home – full of clever ideas, this book provides step-by-
step explanations, lots of photos and a paper pattern 
for the textiles.

Rights sold: - 
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Author:  Heinz Grundel
German title:  Handbuch für Hundeschüler
English title:  The joy of visting a dog school
Pages:  128 pp. Hardcover, colour throughout
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-92-8       € 14,95

Description:   A cartoon view on the daily mysteries in the world of dog 
school

Rights sold: - 

Beate Lambrecht, 
Hundeschule für Schul- und 
Therapiehunde
Dog school for school and therapy dogs

Skills to train for a dog that is intented 
to work as a school or therapy dog. 

Approx. 120 pp., colour photos   
May 2014

New titles spriNg 2013

Kirsten Brox, 
Schnupperkurs Agility 
Agility: a basic course 
This book is designed for dog 
trainers who want to organize a 
beginner’s course in Agility. It helps 
to provide a well-planned training 
structure that will set up the teams 
for success.

Approx. 160 pp., colour throughout, 
€ 19,95  May 2014.

Inga Jung, 
Zappelhunde
Fidgety dogs: Living with an hyperac-
tive dog 

Help for owners of hyper-reactive 
and hyper-active dogs. Personal 
experiences of a dog trainer and 
lots of useful training advice.

Approx. 140 pp., full colour,  
€ 19,95  May 2014

Author:   Dr. med. vet. Gabrielle Scheidegger 
German Title:  Gesunder Sport- und Diensthund 
English Title:  Fitness for Sport and Working Dogs 
Pages:   200 pp., Hardcover, full colour. 
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-98-0       € 29,95  
Description:   Written by a veterinarian, this extensive handbook covers 

all aspects of training and caring for the canine athlete. 
Choosing the right puppy, first coordination and balance 
exercises with the puppy, medical aspects of training, 
different training types for endurance, power etc., nutriti-
on for special purposes, typical injuries, prevention and 
first aid, caring for the senior dog and much more. An 
indispensable resource for trainers and owners of police 
and military dogs, SAR dogs, sled dogs, agility dogs, 
coursing dogs and every hard working dog.

Rights sold: -   

Author:   Anja Jakob 
German Title: Treibball
English Title:  Driving Ball 
Pages:  232 pp., Softcover, colour photos
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-97-3       € 24,95 
Description:   “Driving Ball” or “Treibball” in the original German 

term is a new sport, where the dog gathers and moves 
a “flock” of large balls. Similar to herding livestock, to 
human part of the team directs the dog in pushing the 
balls through an obstacle course to the goal. This book 
explains the training and the rules.

Rights sold: - 
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Author:   Gaby Haag
German Title:   Mini-Lexikon – Naturheilpraxis für Hunde 
English Title:  Natural Healing for Dogs- Pocket Guide
Extent:   120 pp., Hardcover, colour throughout.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-99-7       € 9,95 

Description:   This pocket version of our successful book 
Natural Healing for Dogs provides quick 
reference to all important conditions and 
natural remedies. Contains homeopathy, 
herbs, Bach flowers and more.

Rights sold: - 

Author:  Angelika Putsch
German title:  Spurwechsel mit Hund
English title:  Competence Training with Dogs
Pages:  232 pp. Hardcover, colour throughout
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-95-9      € 26,95

Description:   The author, an experienced social worker, 
describes her concept of working with social-
ly maladjusted youths with the help of spe-
cially trained dogs. With the help of the dog, 
the teenagers learn a lot about themselves, 
to adapt their behavior, to be respectful of 
others, to take over responsibility, to have 
trust and much more social competences.  
The book combines a sound scientific and 
psychological background with rich expe-
rience and closeness to practice

Rights sold: - 
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New titles in the „Our Dog“-Series:

160 pp. each. Hardcover, full colour,  € 19,95

Adolf Kraßnigg: The Tibetan Terrier
ISBN: 978-3-942335-57-7
Rights Sold:-

Verena Rottmann: The Great Dane
ISBN: 978-3-942335-56-0
Rights Sold:-

Inga Paff, The Australian Shepherd
ISBN: 978-3-942335-18-8
Rights Sold:-

Desciption: All books from the “Our Dog”-Series offer passionate 
breed portraits with brilliant photos and lots of useful, really 
breed-specific information. 

New

New

More from this series: see p.20

Author:   Viviane Theby 
German Title:   Clickertraining leicht gemacht
English Title:  Clicker Training made easy
Extent:   96 pp., Softcover with flaps, colour throughout.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-82-9       € 9,95 
Description:  This concise book is really written to the point and pro-

vides an immediate start into the fascinating world of 
clicker training. Learn, what really matters and how to 
improve your own training skills for stunning results with 
your own dog. The author is a renowned animal trainer in 
Germany and has written many best-selling books.

Rights sold: - 

Author:   Silke Behling
German Title:   Akupressur beim Hund
English Title:  Acupressure for Dogs
Extent:   80 pp., Softcover with flaps, colour throughout.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-83-6       € 14,95 
Description:  This book explains what acupressure is and how it works,  

how to find the most important acupressure points in 
dogs and how they work. With an index of common 
health problems and the related acupressure points.

Rights sold: - 

Author:  Hellmuth Wachtel
German title:   Rassehund wohin? Argumente für eine 

Neuorientierung
English title:   Pedigree Dogs, quo vadis?  

Arguments of a re-orientation
Pages:  160 pp. Hardcover, colour throughout
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-60-7       € 19,95

Description:   Todays pedigree dogs suffer from a lot of health pro-
blems -  due to inbreeding and the system of dog shows 
where “breed standards” rule over physical health. The 
author describes the development over the last 120 
years, explains the reasons for decline and votes for new 
ways in judging and breeding dogs.

Rights sold: - 
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Author:   Heinz Grundel
German Title:   Das verrückte Border Collie Buch. 
English Title:  The crazy Border Collie Book. 
Extent:   136 pp., Hardcover, colour drawings throug-
hout.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-23-2       € 16,90 
Description:  A cartoon book on Border Collies and sheep.
Rights sold: - 

7

It‘s origin is on the boarder between England and Scotland. This is a very unwelcoming hilly and stony 
part of fthe country. No green fields here but bits of grass and lots of heather. The only animals cabable of 
surviving there are sheep.

Author:   Saskia Kobal & Martina Lassen 
German Title:  Die Revolution Hund. Neues über einen alten Freund. 
English Title:  The Doggy Revolution. News about an old friend. 
Pages:   144 pp., Softcover, no illustrations. 
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-10-2       € 16,90  
Description:   We rarely can see clearly things that are too close to us: This 

holds especially true for dogs. Science knows much more 
about exotic plants, rare insects or the universe than it does 
about our oldest four-legged friend. For decades ethologists 
have been looking at wolves instead at dogs themselves 
and drawn many false conclusions from what they saw. But 
recently a true revolution in the dog world has started: Finally 
science has begun to seriously look at the cognitive capacities 
of dogs, their emotions and their possibilities. 

Rights sold: -   

Author:   Christoph Jung 
German Title: Bulldogs in Geschichte und Gegenwart. 
English Title:  Bulldogs in Past and Present. 
Pages:  300 pp., Hardcover, colour photos and paintings throughout.
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-13-3       € 39,80 
Description:   The Bulldog is a breed with long tradition and still a national 

icon for the British. He has been figuring in numerous adver-
tisements and does not leave anyone indifferent: You don’t just 
pass by a bulldog! 

  This book is a detailed and realistic portrait of the breed over 
the centuries. Even true bulldog enthusiasts will still find some 
interesting information in it! The author’s special concern is the 
responsible breeding of sound and fit bulldogs without the exag-
gerations he unfortunately had to suffer from in the recent past. 
With practical tips and hints on caring for these dogs and living 
with them. 

  The author Christoph Jung, born 1955; has studied psycholgy 
and biology. He has been living with Bulldogs since his child-
hood. He is an expert adviser to the German parliament on the 
topic of dog breeding and health of dogs.

Rights sold: - 

Author:  Ralf Lindner & Bertie the Terrier
German title:  Meiner zieht immer!
English title:  Help – my dog is always pulling on the leash!
Pages:  160 pp. Softcover, colour throughout
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-18-8       € 19,90

Description:   Your dog is always pulling on the leash? Relaxed 
walks are impossible? You are not alone! The 
little terrier Bertie has simmered a strategy how 
the unnerving (for both parts!) jerking and ret-
ching can be exchanged against cheerful walking 
on a loose leash. In this book he explains in his 
frank, but friendly and humorous  manner how 
to relax both the leash and the atmosphere. In 
his human’s dog school, he has already helped 
hundreds of owners to get their arms pain free. 
Funny, entertaining and highly effective!

Rights sold: - 

7
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Author:   Dr. Kirsten Häusler & Barbara Friedrich 
German Title:   Kreuzbandriss beim Hund 
English Title:  Cruciate ligament rupture in dogs. 
Pages:  88 pp., Softcover, colour throughout.
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-11-9       € 16,80. 
Description:   A unique and practical guide for owners whose dogs develop this 

debilitating disease, and who want to know all about how best to 
help their loyal companion by understanding how their vet will treat 
the condition, and what kind of issues they need to be aware of. 
Includes information on exercises, and hints on how to get your 
dog moving after surgery, all written in an easy-to-understand style. 
Discover how to motivate your dog towards recovery!

Rights sold:  English language,Spain

Author:   Dr. Kirsten Häusler & Barbara Friedrich 
German Title:   HD beim Hund 
English Title:  Hip dysplasia in dogs. 
Pages:  104 pp., Softcover, colour throughout.
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-12-6       € 16,80. 
Description:   A unique and practical guide for owners whose dogs develop this 

debilitating disease, and who want to know all about how best to 
help their loyal companion by understanding how their vet will treat 
the condition, and what kind of issues they need to be aware of. 
Includes information on exercises, and hints on how to get your 
dog moving after surgery, all written in an easy-to-understand style. 
Discover how to motivate your dog towards recovery.

Rights sold:  English language, Spain 

Author:   Jennifer Willms 
German Title:   Hört nix- macht nix!
English Title:  Living with a deaf dog. 
Extent:  64 pp., Paperback, colour throughout.
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-08-9       € 14,90. 
Description:   There are more deaf dogs than you might imagine, enjoying life 

just as hearing dogs do. A lot of puppies that are born deaf are 
euthanised, but a deaf dog isn’t significantly disabled; he still has 
his fine nose and his eyes, which are far more important faculties to 
a dog. When a deaf dog misbehaves, it’s usually not because he is 
aggressive or disobedient; generally, it’s because his owner is una-
ware of the best way in which to communicate with and handle his 
dog. 

  This invaluable book will sympathetically help owners of deaf and 
hard-of-hearing dogs not just to accept their loyal companions for 
what they are, but how, with love and careful thought, they and 
their dog can get the maximum out of life, having fun and esta-
blishing an even closer bond as they help each other find new or 
adapted ways to live together.

Rights sold: English language

Author:   Viviane Theby 
German Title:    Verstärker verstehen. Über den Einsatz vom Belohnung im 

Hundetraining. 
English Title:   Understanding Reinforcers. About the use of rewards in dog 

training. 
Extent:   144 pp., Softcover, colour throughout. 
ISBN/Price: 978-3-942335-15-7       € 19,90  
Description:   Rewarding a dog is so much more than just giving him some tre-

ats: Good reinforcers are really powerful instruments for installing 
behaviours, making training more effective and fun. Based on new 
scientific learning models, this book explains why rewards are so 
reinforcing, what is the difference between primary and secondary 
reinforcers, why exact timing is critical and why reinforcement crite-
ria and rates are so important.

  You will not only learn to understand reinforcers, but also to use 
them in your practical training with the help of many exercises.

 Good training is a skill one has to learn. This book shows how.
Rights sold: -   

Author:  Maria Störr
German Title:  Hunde helfen heilen
English Title:   Healing Hounds. Dog-assisted therapy in physiotherapy, ergo-

therapy and logopaedics.
Pages:  148 pp., Hardcover, colour throughout. 28.000 words
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-09-6       € 21,00
Description:   A workbook wirh practical examples for different medical indications 

such as apoplectic strokes, Alzheimer´s diesasse and many more. 
The author ist working in dog-assisted therapy for many years.

Rights sold: -   

Author:   Meike Heyer & Nora Kloke 
German Title: Der Schulhund. 
English Title:  Dogs in Schools. Dog-assisted pedagogy. 
Pages:    176 pp., Flexcover, colour throughout. Contains DVD with work-

sheets for printout.
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-04-1       € 49,90  
Description:   Dogs as »four-legged teachers« are becoming more and more 

accredited by educational sciences: They help to calm the child-
ren, teach them social skills, responsability and reduce aggres-
sions. However it is not enough to just bring a dog into school: 
The teacher has to have a lot of background knowledge, set up 
the right rules, prepare the dog and look for useful tasks. Parts 
of this book originally were written as a bachelor thesis in edu-
cational sciences. Both authors are teachers with much expe-
rience in dog-assisted paedagogics. The DVD contains approx. 
100 printable forms for worksheets that can be used in class. 

Rights sold: -   
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Author:  Susanne Allgeier
Title:  Theater spielen mit dem Hund
 (Playing Theater with Your Dog)
Pages:  156 pp., full colour, Hardcover, 23.300 words
ISBN: 978-3-942335-05-8       € 16,90
Description:   Dog Tricks have become very popular. But what can you do with 

all these nice things, once your dog has learned to wave, roll, 
»play dead« or jump on your back? Play Theater! Think up a nice, 
short story, get engaged in a role yourself and let your dog parti-
cipate as your partner. As a beneficial side effect, you will greatly 
improve your training skills, since you will have to communicate 
with your dog with very subtle signs that your audience won’t 
notice. 

  With practical training guidance and examples for short pieces. 
The author is a dog trainer and drama educator.  

Rights available: all languages

Author:   Viviane Theby & Michaela Hares
German Title:   Das große Schnüffelbuch. Nasenspiele für Hunde. 
English Title:  Nose Games for Dogs. 
Pages:  152 pp., Hardcover, colour throughout. 
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-01-0       € 19,90
Description:   Every dog has a fascinating sense of smell. Yours too! Why not use 

nose work to keep your dog’s mind and spirit occupied with tasks 
that he really likes? This book explains how dogs smell, how to train 
them to find specific scents or discriminate scents and offers many 
creative, funny and practical ideas for nose games. Your dog could 
find a person, help you finding mushrooms, your cat or your lost car 
key. Or sniff out whether your salad contains celery or not.

Rights sold:  English language

Author:   Heinz Grundel
German Title:  Grundels Hundekunde – Der etwas andere Rassehundeführer.
English Title:   Grundel’s Cynology. The slightly different dog breed guide.
Pages:   160 pp., Hardcover.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-86-1       € 14,90 
Description:   A humorous guide to 74 popular dog  breeds.  Characterizes the 

typical traits of each breed. 
Rights sold: - 

Author:   Elisabeth Beck
German Title:  Wer denken will, muss fühlen.  
 Mit Herz und Verstand zu einem besseren Umgang mit Hunden. 
English Title:  »The Cognitive Feel« - 
 With Soul and Mind towards a better Understanding of Dogs
Pages:   208  pp., b/w, no illustrations, 64.508 words 
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-00-3       € 19,90  
Description:    This book focuses on the psychology of the human-dog relationship 

from a new perspective. In current dog training literature and practice, 
one can observe two different extremes: The pure behaviorists, who 
promote a rather mechanical view of training (everything is just a mat-
ter of stimulus and reaction), and the »whisperers«, who seem to have 
a mysterious bond to dogs and communicate with them on a spiritual 
level only. Elisabeth Beck, psychologist and dog trainer, convincingly 
shows that we need both – our cool mind and our emotional skills, to 
effectively communicate and happily live with our dogs. She looks at 
past and current theories of thought, behavior research and gives many 
examples from everyday life.

Rights available: all languages

Elisabeth Beck

WER DENKEN WILL, MUSS FÜHLEN

Mit Herz und Verstand zu einem 
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ckHeute steht uns mehr Wissen über Hunde zur Verfügung denn je:  Noch nie
gab es eine so reiche Auswahl an Trainingsmethoden und Trainingsangeboten.
Ideale Voraussetzungen für ein harmonisches Zusammenleben mit dem vier-
beinigen Hausgenossen? Nicht ganz. 

Die Verwirrung ist groß: Wer hat denn nun Recht – die »Dominanzfraktion«,
die alles mit der richtigen Beziehung und Rangposition dem Hund gegenüber
erklären möchten, oder die »Konditionierer«, die Hundetraining als eine reine
Frage der Technik sehen, in der Emotionen keine Rolle spielen?

Keiner von beiden, legt die Autorin in diesem Buch überzeugend dar: Mit
wissenschaftlich fundiertem  Hintergrund und anhand vieler Beispiele zeigt
sie, warum nur eine Synthese aus »Verstand«, dem Beherrschen der Methodik
des Trainings, und »Herz«, der intakten Gefühlsbeziehung zum Tier, zu einer
erfolgreichen Kommunikation mit Hunden führen kann. 

Nicht das Verhalten des Hundes steht dabei im Vordergrund, sondern die Fä-
higkeiten des Menschen – die emotionalen ebenso wie die rein handwerkli-
chen.  

Eine aktuelle, ganzheitliche Perspektive auf das Zusammensein von Mensch
und Hund, die zeigen möchte, wie Wissen und Bauchgefühl im Umgang mit
Hunden einander ergänzen und zusammenwirken.

Ein ebenso aktuelles wie kluges Buch! 

Clicker Magazin Nr. 17,  Mai/Juni 2011:

»Gelegentlich habe ich bei einer Buchvorstellung geschrieben, dass dieses und jenes
Buch ein absolutes Muss sei. Beim Buch von Elisabeth Beck bräuchte es noch eine
mögliche Steigerung dieser Formulierung. Ich bin mir sicher, dass es für die aller-
meisten nicht nur zu einem ihrer Lieblingsbücher, sondern auch zu einem der Bücher
wird, die ihren Umgang mit Hunden wesentlich beeinflusst haben. Das Buch steht
für mich mit Suzanne Clothier, Patricia McConnell und Jean Donaldson in einer
Reihe.«

Author:   Antje Hebel
German Title:   Jeder Hund ist anders 
English Title:   Every Dog is Different - Individual Dog Training with Fun and 

Success
Pages:   256 pp., Hardcover, colour throughout.  
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-69-4      € 19,90  
Description:   How is your dog responding when you call him? Does he stop, 

does he come running up to you immediately or does he simply 
keep on running away?

  How do you teach him to stay alone without re-decorating your 
home and furniture? How do you train him to ride in a car, to greet 
visitors at your door politely or to wear a muzzle?

  This books answers all these questions and shows a systematical 
way for successful training and happy coexistence. From the clas-
sics »sit« and »stay« to every day requirements like bathing or clim-
bing stairs up to sophisticated tricks – this is a complete training 
guide for both puppies and adult dogs.

Rights sold:  CZ, English language

Bestseller
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Author:  Anne Krüger 
Title:  Faszination Border Collie
 (Fascination Border Collie – Training the Working Sheepdog)
Pages:  176, full colour, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-63-2       € 34,80
Description:   A thorough guide on training the working sheepdog – from puppy age to the most 

difficult situations.Includes basic work, shedding, single, outrun, penning and much 
more.With stunning photographs every Border Collie enthusiast will enjoy.The author 
is a reknown sheep and Border Collie breeder and has successfully participated in 
national and international sheepdog trials.

Rights available: all languages

Author:  Viviane Theby 
Title:  Die Hunde-Uni
 (Dog University – Clever Tasks for clever Dogs)
Pages:  144, full colour, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-64-9       € 16,90
Description:   The author, a well-known vet and animal-trainer, provides new ideas to test and train 

a dog’s intelligence:The tasks shown here are more than just »tricks«.They are challen-
ges to both the dog’s brain and the trainer’s ability to precisely communicate with the 
animal. Includes tasks such as »Bring the same«, »Show the biggest one« or »Do as I 
do« that will undoubtedly proof a dog’s ability to abstract thinking. Amazing! »We do 
not know yet how far we can get in our communication with dogs. But what we alrea-
dy know for sure, is: It is not limited by the dog’s intelligence, but by our own training 
skills!« (V. Theby)

Rights sold:  English language, China

Author:  Sabine Middelhaufe 
Title:  Jagdhund ohne Jagdschein?
  (Gundogs for Non-Hunters – Breed-specific training and exer-

cise)
Pages:  184, full colour, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-67-0       € 29,80
Description:   Gundogs as familiy pets do not need compensatory exercise to be happy and ealthy, 

but a breed-appropriate job to do. This book explains how you can train your Setter, 
Retriever, Spaniel or Pointer starting from puppy age. As a result you will have a dog 
that can be trusted on walks in the fields or woods without being constrained.

Rights available: all languages

Author:  Nicole Horsky 
Title:  Blinder Hund – was nun? 
 (My dog is blind)
Pages:  64, b/w-photos, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-70-0       € 12,90
Description:   This book will show the owner of the newly-blind, or already blind dog that their loyal 

friend is still the same, with the same zest for and enjoyment of life. With love and 
careful thought, you and your dog can get as much out of life as you always have, 
having fun and establishing an even closer bond as you help each other find new or 
adapted ways to live together

Rights sold: English language, Italy

Author:  Dr. Felicia Rehage 
Title:  Lassie, Rex & Co.
Pages:  139, colour illustrations
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-11-6       € 21,00
Description:   Our absolute bestseller! More than 40.000 copies sold in 

Germany, excellent press reviews.The ultimate book of dog trai-
ning, written by a vet. 8th updated printrun

Rights available:  all languages (english translation aviailable)

Bestseller

Author:  Dr. med. vet. Pasquale Piturru 
Title:  Lassie, Rex & Co. speak out
Pages:  144, colour illustrations throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-98-7       € 21,00
Description:   A dog explains the way he thinks, »functions«and wants to  

be treated.The latest scientific insights into dog behaviour are pre-
sented in an understandable way. The author is a vet specialized in 
dog behaviour and behaviour problems.

Rights sold: Italy

Author:  Andrea Freiin von Buddenbrock 
Title:   Der Hund im Rettungshund. Ein Handbuch für 

Ausbildung und Einsatz. 
 (The search and rescue dog)
Pages:  300, ca. 200 colour photos, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-74-1       € 29,80
Description:   This book covers all aspects of working with search and rescue dogs – 

from choice of the dog and training to the the special disciplines field 
search, search in buildings or water search and man trailing.The author is 
an emergency doctor and leader of a SAR dog group.

Rights available:  all languages
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Author:  Rabea Ali 
Title:  Wandern mit dem Hund (Hiking with your Dog)
Pages:  120, colour throughout, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-66-4       € 21,00
Description:   A practical guide for hiking tours with your dog: How to prepare, what equip-

ment is  needed, what to look for, how to organise and enjoy a hiking trip.
 The author runs a specialised travel agency for hiking tours with dogs.
Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Birgit Fischer 
Title:   Wau Wie Was – Wissens- und Aktionsspiele für 

Hundeschule und Freizeitspaß
Pages:  24, 150 activity- and questioncards, colour throughout, Box
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-43-4       € 19,90
Description:   A card play for dog trainers or just groups of dog owners. 150 cards with que-

stions and answers or activity tasks plus suggestions for setting up different 
games with them.

Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Imke Niewöhner 
Title:  Auf ins Leben!  
 (Puppy Starter – Training plan for the first 8 weeks)
Pages:  120, colour photos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-62-1       € 16,90
Description:   A complete guide for socialising and training a puppy during the first 8 weeks 

after his arrival in the new home.With training plans for each week.
Rights sold:  CZ

Author:  Andrea Freiin von Buddenbrock 
Title:  Mantrailing für den Realeinsatz (Mantrailing)
Pages:  120, colour photos and drawings, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-18-2       € 14,90
Description:   »Mantrailers« are dogs that are trained to find specific persons by the scent 

trail they leave.This book explains the theory of scent, which dogs are suitable, 
what the handler has to learn and how to train under realistic settings.

Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Nina Taphorn 
Title:  Von der Straße auf die Couch - Streuner aus dem Süden als
  Familienhunde (From street to couch – meditarrenean stray 

dogs and their second lives as family dogs)
Pages:  colour photos throughout, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-10-6       € 9,90
Description:  All aspects, problems and solutions connected with re-homing stray dogs from
 Southern Europe with new owners.
Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Alexander Epp 
Title:  Vier Räder – Vier Pfoten (Four wheels – four paws)
Pages:  96, line drawings, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-94-9       € 9,90
Description:   Can disabled persons sitting in a wheelchair own a dog? They can – and 

have lots of fun, as the author shows. Practical and proven tipps on how 
to organize dog keeping and dog training from the wheelchair, which pro-
blems to overcome and which activities are possible.

Rights sold:  English Language

Author:  Claudia Pilatus & Gisela Reinecke 
Title:   Es ist doch nur ein Hund… Trauern um Tiere  

(It’s just a dog… Grieving for pets)
Pages:  168, black/white drawings, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-28-1      € 16,90
Description:   Written by a psychologist and a journalist, this book makes it easier to 

cope with the loss of a pet. Rights available: all languages

Author:  Joachim Schrey 
Title:  Der Grenzhund
 (The Border Dog)
Pages:  88 pp., full colour, Hardcover, 23.761 words
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-02-7       € 12,90
Description:  A story of a German Shepherd Dog at the time of the border opening bet-

ween East and West Germany. Used as a watchdog at the border within the 
Eastern German Army, he all of a sudden loses his work and familiar peo-
ple. He is now straying the former border territories, in a hopeless search 
for a home and his raison d’être.  Very much like many people in Eastern 
Germany, he has gained freedom, but also lost orientation. More than just 
a dog story!

Rights available: all languages
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Author:  Beate Lambrecht & Linda Erdl 
Title:  Dog Dancing: Vom Trick zum Tanz  
 (Heelwork to Music: From trick to dance)
Pages:  152, colour photos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-57-1      € 16,90
Description:   This book focuses on choreography and performance of »Dog Dancing« 

and provides valuable hints for optimizing one’s show. For maximum 
sucess in competition and show. Both authors are Dog trainers.

Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Viviane Theby & Lisa Peitz 
Title:   Dummytraining Schritt für Schritt  

(Dummytraining step by step)
Pages:  144, colour photos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-45-8      € 16,90
Description:   Using clicker training and positive reinforcement, the author shows how 

even non-retriever dog breeds will successfully learn dummywork and have 
lots of fun with it.

Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Imke Niewöhner 
Title:  Obedience-Training Schritt für Schritt  
 (Obedience-Training step by step)
Pages:  144, colour photos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-70-6      € 16,90
Description:   Different training ideas for every obedience lesson to chose from – all using 

modern, positive methods.
Rights sold: CZ

18

Author:  Viviane Theby & Michaela Hares 
Title:  … darf ich bitten? Dogdancing, die faszinierende 
Sportart mit dem Hund (Heelwork to music)
Pages:  120, colour photos, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-40-6      € 15,00
Description:   Based on Clicker-Training and positive reinforcement, the authors are 

describing how to »invite your dog for a dance«. Freestyle-Obedience, 
as »Dogdancing« is also called, is an excellent way to have fun for both 
dog and handler and can help to overcome a lot of behaviour problems 
caused by boredom and lack of work.This book does not formalise the 
lessons or figures, but encourages an individual approach respecting the 
talents and temperament of each dog.

Rights available:  all languages

17

Author:  Werner Damm 
Title:  Agility für Fortgeschrittene (Advanced Agility training)
Pages:  160, full colour, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-942335-89-8      € 19,95
Description:   Concentrates on the body language of the dog handler for clearer commu-

nication with the dog, more speed and less mistakes.With numerous practi-
cal examples for hurdle combinations.

Rights available: all languages

sports

Author:  Corinna Bachmann 
Title:  Disc Dogging
Pages:  96, colour photos throughout, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-87-1      € 9,90
Description:   Fun with dogs and »Frisbee« discs! Training and competion.The first 

book book on the subject.
Rights available: all languages

Revised and updated edition

Updated edition

Updated edition
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Author:  Astrid Förg-Gnadl 
Title:   Naturheilpraktischer Notfallkoffer für Hunde  

(The Holistic First-Aid Kit for Dogs)
Pages:  80, full colour, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-9938071-59-5      € 10,00
Description:   Essential first aid guidelines, supported by homoeopathic and Bach Flower 

remedies. Alphabetical order of injuries/emergencies for quick reference. The 
author is Naturopath for animals.

Rights available: all languages

Author:  Kerstin Hasse-Schwenkler 
Title:  Physiotherapie für Hunde (Physiotherapy for dogs)
Pages:  300, ca 250 colour photos, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-53-6      € 34,80
Description:   A complete manual for animal therapists and/or dog owners who wish to 

learn more about physiotheraphy.
Rights available: all languages

Author:  Marion Friedl 
Title:  Aromatherapie für Hunde (Aromatherapy for dogs)
Pages:  24, colour photos and drawings, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-15-1      € 4,90
Description:  Wellness and healing with essential oils for dogs.
Rights available: all languages

Author:  Roel & Piet Beute-Faber 
Title:  Atlas der Hunde-Anatomie (Atlas of dog anatomy)
Pages:  176, more than 1000 colour illustrations, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-924008-43-7      € 49,80
Description:   The complete description of dog anatomy - not only for veterinarians, but also 

for breeders and judges. Points of conformation explained on different breeds.
Rights sold:  NL

Author:  Gaby Haag 
Title:  Naturheilpraxis für Hunde (Natural healing for dogs)
Pages:  340, colour photos and drawings, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-82-6      € 34,80
Description:   A complete manual describing all methods of »alternative« medicine. 

Includes Homoeopathy, Bach flowers, Massage, Physiotherapy etc. Index of 
symptoms and conditions.

Rights available: all languages

Ein umfassendes Handbuch der Naturheilkunde, verfasst von 
einer erfahrenen Tierheilpraktikerin. 
Es erklärt die Grundprinzipien der einzelnen Therapieformen
und bietet eine wertvolle Nachschlaghilfe bei den verschie-
dendsten Erkrankungen. 

Beinhaltet: 

• Homöopathie 
• Komplexmittel
• Schüssler Salze
• Bachblüten
• Akupressur/Akupunktur
• Kräuter-, Farb- und Musiktherapie 
• Kinesiologie 
• Massage 
• und bewährte Hausmittel 
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Author:  B. Messika & S. Schäfer 
Title:  B.A.R.F. Junior – Artgerechte Rohernährung für Welpen und
 Junghunde (Biologically Available Raw Food for puppies and 
 young dogs)
Pages:  104, colour throughout, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-11-3      € 12,90
Description:   The principles of »Biologically Available Raw Food« turned applicable for breeders and 

puppy owners. Includes feeding plans, buying lists and lots of practical advice.
Rights sold:  CZ

Author:  B. Messika & S. Schäfer 
Title:  B.A.R.F. – Artgerechte Rohernährung für Hunde (Biologically
 Available Raw Food)
Pages:  104, colour throughout, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-11-3      € 12,90
Description:   »Biologically Available Raw Food« or » Bone and Raw Food« is becoming increasingly 

popular among dog owners.This book explains the principles and advantages of feeding 
natural raw food and gives practical guidelines and diet plans. B.A.R.F. made easy!

Rights sold:  CZ, RUS

Author:  Andrea Packulat 
Title:  Koch mal was für Bello! (Cooking for dogs)
Pages:  24, colour throughout, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-26-7      € 4,90
Description:  Delicious and simple cooking recipes for dogs (and owners!)
Rights available:  all languages

Reprint Author:  Gabriela Behling
Title:  Frisches Futter für ein langes Hundeleben
 (Fresh Dog Food for Dog´s Long Life)
Pages:  216 pp., full colour, Hardcover, 41.627 words
ISBN/Price: 978-3-942335-87-4      € 24,80
Description:   Today, many pet dogs are literally »fed to death« due to a much to protein-rich diet.  

Especially regularly fed large quantities of raw meat can be disastrous: Kidney failure is, 
according to veterinary sources, one of the most common causes of death for dogs over 
7 years of age. Dalmatians and English Bulldogs are in special danger, since their meta-
bolism is genetically a little different and cannot process large amounts of protein.

Rights available: all languages

Author:  Martina Schöps
Title:   Meine Kekse! Rezepte für gesunde,  

allergenfreie Hundebelohnungen
 (My Cookies! Recipes for healthy, allergen-free Dog Treats)
Pages:  104 pp., full colour, Hardcover, 6.790 words
ISBN/Price: 978-3-942335-03-4      € 14,90
Description:   Divided up in seven chapters, the book  provides lots of recipes for healthy dog treats 

plus some background information on the use of treats in dog training, possible allergens 
in commercial treats and the correct storage of treats.

Rights sold:  English language

health NutritioN
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Author:  Anne Kahlisch 
Title:   Tiergestützte Therapie in Senioren- und 

Pflegeheimen - Ein Wegweiser mit Praxisbeispielen 
für Besuchshundeteams

 (Dog-Facilitated Therapy in Nursing Homes)
Pages:  112, full colour, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-83-0      € 16,90
Description:  Pets can be therapeutic to patients, especially the elderly or isolated. 

Dogs assist with both physical and psychological healing. This book 
is designed for both staff of nursing homes and dog owners who 
want to participate in this type of therapy. »Dog-Facilitated Therapy in 
Nursing Homes« contains loads of practical information and advice, 
ideas for games to play, special  dog-aided activation exercises for 
specific disorders and much, much more. 

Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Gaby Rosenbaum & Bianca Willems-Hansch 
Title:   Warnhunde für Epilepsie-Betroffene - Anfälle erspü-

ren und Anzeigen, Gefahren vermeiden (Seizure 
Alert Dogs)

Pages:  ca. 136, Paperback
ISBN/Price: 978-3-938071-84-7      € 19,90
Description:   Dogs are able to sense upcoming epileptic seizures of their owners 

and, if trained to alert them in time, help prevent accidents by 
allowing the owner to prepare and settle down in a safe place. This 
book provides all the necessary background information and shows 
how a dog and owner can be trained to form a team.

 Both authors are experienced seizure alert dog trainers. 
Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Sylvia Greiffenhagen & Oliver N. Buck-Werner 
Title:  Tiere als Therapie (Pet-facilitated Therapy)
Pages:  336, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-24-6      € 21,00
Description:   Pet-facilitated therapy in hospitals, nursery homes, social projects 

etc. has become an important issue in the social and medical sci-
ences.The author, professor for social sciences in Germany, provi-
des a thourough insight into the current situation, the possibilities, 
limits and chances of using animals as co-therapists.

Rights available:  all languages

Author:  Renate Dolz 
Title:   Kynos Trimm- und Pflegefibel  

(The complete Kynos trimming guide)
Pages:  158, 200 b/w-illustrations, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-85-4      € 21,50
Description:   Grooming and trimming according to F.C.I.-standards explained for 30 

popular breeds.
Rights sold: CZ, IT

Author:  Imke Niewöhner 
Title:   Hunde, die bellen, beißen nicht?  

(A dogs bark is worse than its bite?)
Pages:  88, illustrations, Paperback
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-22-9       € 9,90
Description: Popular errors, sayings and believings on dogs revised.
Rights sold: CZ

21 22

breeds

Author:  Wolfgang Ransleben 
Title:   Unser Hund – Der Dackel  

(Our Dog – The Dachshund)
Pages: 112, full colour, Hardcover       € 19,95
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-40-3
Description:   A unique breed book for newcomers and enthusiasts of the dachs-

hound alike.
Rights  available: all languages

kyNos therapy books care
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Author:  Karin Dohrmann & Inga Böhm 
Title:  Windhunde aus Spanien – Vom Jäger zum Familienhund
 (Iberian Sighthounds – from Spain to New Homes)
Pages:  ca. 160, full colour, Hardcover
ISBN/Price: 978-3-938071-80-9       € 34,80
Description:   The first book on Galgos, Podencos and other Iberian sighthounds to show 

how they are bred, trained and worked in the Iberian Peninsula. This back-
ground information helps prospective owners of a rescue dog understand 
the character and behavior of these elegant dogs that are so often misun-
derstood. In addition, this book provides practical advice on how to adopt 
a sighthound from Spain and adapt him successfully to a completely new 
life in his new home.

Rights available: all languages

Author:  Rita Lell 
Title:   Unser Hund – Der Magyar Vizsla 

(Our dog – The Magyar Vizsla)
Pages:  ca. 120, full colour, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-81-6       € 19,95
Description:   A passionate breed portrait with brilliant photos and lots of useful, 

breed-specific information. Explore the history of this breed as the typical 
Hungarian pointer and discover how these natural hunters have to be 
trained and worked to meet their demands and produce not only happy 
dogs, but happy owners!

Rights available: all languages

Author:  Rosa Engler 
Title:  Unser Hund – Der Pudel
 (Our dog – The Poodle)
Pages:  ca. 120, full colour, Hardcover
ISBN/Price: 978-3-938071-82-3       € 19,95
Description:   A breed portrait with a refreshing and completely different perspective 

of this traditional breed. The poodle is shown as a versatile sporting dog 
with his exuberant and playful nature, as an affectionate family dog and 
as a hard-working service, rescue or hunting dog – much more than 
just a fancy show dog! With special chapters on celebrities and their 
poodles, the historical poodle and the related breeds ranging from the 
Portuguese Water Dog to the Puli and Lagotto Romagnolo, this book will 
show the the poodle as you have never seen him before!

Rights sold:  CZ

24

Author:  Burkhard Rau 
Title:  Fahrschule fürs Pferd (Driving lessons for your horse)
Pages:  120, colour photos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-16-8       € 15,00
Description:  A guide for breaking a horse to harness - in simple, easy-to-follow steps and in a 

thoughtful way.
Rights available: all languages

Author:  Burkhard Rau 
Title:   Fahren ohne Schlips und Kragen  

(Carriage driving »without collar and tie«)
Pages:  120, colour fotos, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-46-8       € 15,00
Description:   Carriage driving with horses is a very traditional sport with a lot of rules concerning style, 

oftenoverlooking the function of things.This book is a thoroughly refreshed manual for 
anyone widhing to harness his horse in a safe, functional and thoroughly enoyable way. 
Revolutionary.

Rights available: all languages
Author:  Gisela Rau 
Title:  Der Reitbegleithund (Riding with a companion dog)
Pages:  120, colour photos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-43-7       € 15,00
Description:   Most riders own dogs and would like to take them out for a ride – if only they could rely on 

their own dog not running away from the horse, barking at it, being a nuisance to other people 
or even chasing other animals.This book explains the principles of communication between 
man, horse and dog, looks at suitable breeds and shows effective ways for the training of a 
perfect »horse companion dog«. German TV has reported about the author and the subject.

Rights available: all languages

Author:  Alexander Kronsteiner 
Title:  Mit Sichereit Pferde verladen (Loading horses into a trailer)
Pages:  96, colour fotos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-85-7       € 9,90
Description:  A logical, easy to follow step-by-step guide.The horse is brought into the trailer using »hor-
sesense« instead of coercive measures. No more stress or danger when loading!
Rights available: all languages

Author:  Claudia Götz 
Title:  Reitbeteiligung gesucht (Horse-Sharing)
Pages:  96, colour fotos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-933228-95-6       € 9,90
Description:   For owners short of time and riders without a horse of their own. Covers all aspects inclu-

ding insurance, sample contracts, practical tipps for everyday.
Rights available: all languages

Author:  Sylvia Jäckle 
Title:   Erfolgreich auf dem Westernturnier  

(Western Riding – Success in the Show Ring)
Pages:  144, colour fotos throughout, Hardcover
ISBN/Price:  978-3-938071-05-2       € 24,80
Description:   The author,multiple European champion in different Western Riding disciplines shares her 

experience and helps to train and prepare for the show.
Rights available: all languages

breeds horses


